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to do with the economy of normal danger or normal
clear signaling, this being due'to the cost of circuits
which were involved for nOn1lal danger control. It
is possible that this phase of the situation is changed
because of the different design of circuits and appa
ratus which are now available.

The big thing in all signal installations is to provide
a scheme which will insure that a proceed sio-nal will
be displayed in a large majority of cases when it is
proper that such a signal shall be displayed. With a
normal clear scheme the necessary inspection to insure
this display is always possible, either by the maintainer
as he .rides o,":er his territor)', or by any other employe
who \s workmg on the railroad ai' operatino- trains
over it. Such an inspection and assm'ance has"an eco
nomic value, Whether this value is greater than that of
the supposedly decreased cost of operation with interest
and all other charges taken into account is the debat
able point; but I think the whole subject ~erits analyti
cal discussion based on the interest on first cost, plus
~ost of mcreased maintenance, plus possible increased
faIlures, due to introduction of mere apparatus l'lus
cost of stops brought about by insufficient inspection
as compared with the possible saving i.n power.

Topeka, Kan, T. S. STEVENS,
Signal Engineer System,

A tehison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
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To THE EDITOR:

With reference to the discussion on "Approach light
ing for signals"-as published in Railway Signaling for
June, there seems to be no doubt as to the desirability
of approach lighting when semaphore signals are con
cerned. Usually a rather heavy cost is involved to pro
vide central energy, and if primary batteries are used
there is no question about the economy of the approach
lighting scheme. Because of the fact that a blade also
is involved it is quite possible to approach light sema
phore signals without entirely eliminating the possi
bility, of ascertaining whether a signal is inoperative or
not.

The situation is entirely different when colorlight
signals are used. "Approach Lighting" in this instance
is a wrong term to use. What we are really providing
is a normal danger system of signals; going back many
years to the old controversy about the desirability of
normal clear or normal danger schemes.

A canvass has been made on the Santa Fe in con
nection with a proposed control of signals to ascertain
what per cent of these signals would involve circuits
which would allow the signal to indicate caution before
the engineman came in view of the signal. It was
found that about forty per cent of the signals involved
could not be observed to change from stop to caution,
This investigation was made only in connection with
about one-tenth of the signals involved in a single track
installa.tion. I ventme to say that at least 75 per cent
of the signals would be involved if the entire number
of signals in an installation were considered, so that
any claim for the desirability of normal danger control
,eems to fail in this respect.

So far as bulb life is concerned; a properly arranged
scheme of transferring bulbs periodically from the green
to the yellow light and then from the yellow light to
red, seems to have given the ,Santa Fe a maximum life
per bulb which is all that we could desire even from a
normal danger scheme. So that this argument seems
to fall by the wayside,

'vVe have no assurance as to the length of time of a
failure of power so that the size of the storage battery
we provide is more or less of a guess anyway,

Now as to economy: if memory serves correctly a
rather close estimate was made some years ago to
ascertain whether normal danger or normal clear sig
naling was the most economical. In the present dis
cussion colorlight signals only are being considered and
it is possible that the situation is somewhat different in
this respect; but as I remember the results, it was
determined that the volume of traffic had a great deal

More Discussion on Approach Lighting


